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Abstract—Modern services consist of interconnected components, e.g., microservices in a service mesh or machine learning functions in a pipeline. These services can scale and run across multiple network nodes on demand. To process incoming traffic, service components have to be instantiated and traffic assigned to these instances, taking capacities, changing demands, and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements into account. This challenge is usually solved with custom approaches designed by experts. While this typically works well for the considered scenario, the models often rely on unrealistic assumptions or on knowledge that is not available in practice (e.g., a priori knowledge).

We propose DeepCoord, a novel deep reinforcement learning approach that learns how to best coordinate services and is geared towards realistic assumptions. It interacts with the network and relies on available, possibly delayed monitoring information. Rather than defining a complex model or an algorithm on how to achieve an objective, our model-free approach adapts to various objectives and traffic patterns. An agent is trained offline without expert knowledge and then applied online with minimal overhead. Compared to a state-of-the-art heuristic, DeepCoord significantly improves flow throughput (up to 76 %) and overall network utility (more than 2x) on real-world network topologies and traffic traces. It also supports optimizing multiple, possibly competing objectives, learns to respect QoS requirements, generalizes to scenarios with unseen, stochastic traffic, and scales to large real-world networks. For reproducibility and reuse, our code is publicly available.

Index Terms—Network and Service Management, Reinforcement Learning, Self-Learning, Self-Adaptation, Multi-Objective

I. INTRODUCTION

Service provisioning and coordination in networks with geographically and topologically distributed compute nodes is an ongoing challenge [1], [2]. In edge and fog computing, this challenge is exacerbated by limited compute capacities as well as link delay between the nodes [2]. Furthermore, service demand in terms of incoming flows is also distributed across the network and varies over time. Services can consist of multiple interconnected components, which process incoming flows. Examples are microservices in a service mesh [1], chained virtual network functions (VNFs) in network function virtualization (NFV) [3], or machine learning functions in a pipeline [4]. Each component can run on any node in the network and scale flexibly, by starting/stopping additional instances, according to the current demand. Service coordination requires online decisions on how to scale and where to instantiate each instance as well as how to schedule incoming flows to these instances.

While service coordination has been the focus of intensive study [2], [5], most existing work (detailed in Sec. II) has three major limitations. First, existing work mostly focuses on long-/medium-term planning how to scale and place service components based on given service deployment requests (e.g., [6]–[9]). In doing so, hard-wired chains of component instances are placed in the network to process all incoming flows. This is problematic as operational reality often diverges from any initial plan. For example, actual service demand by users likely differs from the expected load in a given service deployment request. Hence, scaling, placement, and flow scheduling should be adjusted dynamically and online according to the actual service demand.

Second, existing approaches typically use heuristics or numerical solvers (e.g., [6], [10], [11]) and rely on carefully designed models, tailored to specific scenarios, and build on corresponding assumptions. Applying them to scenarios with slightly different assumptions or new optimization objectives (e.g., for QoS) may again require time-consuming manual adjustments by experts.

Third, these models often rely on information that is not available in practice, such as a priori traffic knowledge. In reality, complete knowledge about incoming traffic is not available instantly or even a priori but only after monitoring, often done periodically (e.g., default 1 min in Prometheus [12]). Within such a monitoring interval, numerous flows may arrive stochastically from users at various ingress nodes and need to be processed by service components even before information about these flows is globally available.

To overcome these limitations, we propose a novel approach for autonomous service provisioning and coordination using model-free deep reinforcement learning (DRL). In our proposed approach, which we call DeepCoord, a centralized DRL agent is trained offline through interaction with the network environment, using its previous actions and experience as feedback. The trained DRL agent then autonomously provisions services online and controls dynamic flow scheduling. For scalability, the agent does not decide scheduling of each
flow individually. Instead, it selects and periodically updates scheduling rules that are deployed at each network node in a distributed fashion and applied purely locally at runtime to incoming flows.

Practical application of DRL is known to be challenging and requires careful design of the corresponding observations, actions, and reward as well as integration into the overall system [13]. To address these challenges, we formulate a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) with observations based on realistically available monitoring data that is only intermittently available and that contains only aggregated, slightly delayed, and uncertain information. In particular, DeepCoord can be used without expert knowledge and it requires neither a priori traffic knowledge nor detailed knowledge of the network or involved services. We use continuous actions to allow fine-grained online control of service scaling and placement as well as for dynamic flow scheduling. We design the reward function to support multiple objectives (e.g., QoS) based on available monitoring data. Finally, we propose a framework architecture for integrating DeepCoord with a given network environment through custom adapters and publish an open-source prototype [14]. While DeepCoord is trained in a centralized, offline fashion, the trained agent can handle rapidly arriving stochastic and bursty traffic, generalizes to new and unseen scenarios, and scales to large, real-world network topologies while making decisions within milliseconds.

This paper is an extension of our previous work [15]. In this extended version, we consider QoS requirements in terms of acceptable end-to-end delay (soft and hard deadlines) as well as limited link capacities in addition to nodes’ compute capacities, which further restrict the solution space and make service coordination more challenging. We show that DeepCoord adapts to these additional constraints through self-learning without human adjustments. We also improve the support for optimizing multiple objectives. This is challenging since common objectives are often conflicting. For example, reducing end-to-end delay requires processing traffic close to its ingress node, but maximizing throughput requires balancing traffic across the entire network to utilize all available resources. Hence, we propose different options for navigating such trade-offs, including objective weighting or custom utility functions, and present new objective formulations for improving QoS and reducing costs and energy. We illustrate the benefits and trade-offs of these objectives in our extensive evaluation on real-world network topologies. Overall, our contributions are:

- We define the problem of online service provisioning and coordination based on available monitoring information. We propose different methods and example formulations for optimizing multiple, possibly opposing objectives.
- We address the service coordination problem by formalizing the corresponding POMDP, which we use for DeepCoord, our novel, self-learning DRL approach based on deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [16].
- DeepCoord consistently outperforms existing approaches, requiring much fewer resources to ensure high success rates on real-world network topologies. It also generalizes to unseen traffic patterns, learns to optimize multiple objectives, and scales to networks of realistic size while only relying on information that is available in practice. Specifically, we observe that DeepCoord reaches up to 76% more successful flows and more than 2x higher total utility when optimizing multiple objectives.
- For reuse and reproducibility, we make our code publicly available [14].

II. RELATED WORK

Service coordination is relevant in a variety of use cases (e.g., cloud or edge computing and NFV) and has been addressed by many researchers. Mann [17] and Hong and Varghese [2] survey service coordination approaches for cloud computing and edge computing, respectively. Herrera and Botero [5] provide an overview of service coordination approaches in the context of NFV. Our proposed DRL-based service coordination approach is not limited to any specific use case but can be applied across different scenarios, e.g., in cloud or edge computing and NFV. In this section, we discuss related work, first focusing on conventional approaches without DRL, e.g., heuristics or mixed-integer linear programs, in Sec. II-A. In Sec. II-B we compare existing approaches that, similar to our proposed approach, use DRL for self-learning service coordination.

A. Conventional Approaches without DRL

The large majority of existing research builds on conventional approaches like heuristics or solving mixed-integer linear programs. Authors often rely on unrealistic a priori knowledge and focus on a subset of our considered service coordination problem, which includes online service scaling and placement as well as runtime scheduling of incoming flows. For example, multiple authors [6]–[9] place services offline, assuming full a priori traffic knowledge. Other authors [10], [11], [18] consider online service scaling and placement but disregard runtime scheduling of flows.

There are many, slightly varying definitions of “scheduling” in related work [7], [19]–[25]. Here, we define flow scheduling as a runtime decision, where (i.e. at which instance) to process an incoming flow according to its processing needs. Similarly, multiple authors [22], [24], [25] consider runtime scheduling of incoming flows but assume a given fixed placement. More related to our approach, Zhang et al. [21] consider joint online scaling and placement of services as well as flow scheduling. Such joint coordination is important to successfully balance trade-offs [26], [27].

While all aforementioned approaches work well in their considered scenarios, each approach is tightly bound to its underlying assumptions. As we show in our evaluation (Sec. V), applying such conventional approaches to scenarios with slightly different assumptions (e.g., different, stochastic traffic patterns) can easily lead to significantly decreased performance. Adapting to new assumptions requires time-consuming manual adjustments by experts. In contrast, our self-learning and self-adaptive, model-free DRL approach learns by itself to jointly scale, place, and schedule in varying scenarios without any prior knowledge.
In recent years, multiple authors proposed machine learning for predicting required resources [28]–[30] or upcoming traffic demands [31], which can be combined with online heuristic algorithms for pro-active service coordination [32], [33]. We see this as a promising, complementary research direction that could be combined with DRL in future work.

B. Self-Learning Approaches with DRL

Luong et al. [34] survey recent self-learning DRL approaches for networking. Related to our work, multiple authors address online service placement under changing load [35]–[38], some considering stochastic traffic and QoS [37]. In contrast to our approach, Pei et al. [35] rely on a simulated copy of the network to quickly test, evaluate, and revert different actions to ultimately choose the best one in each time step. Furthermore, the final coordination decisions are made by a separate heuristic. Similarly, Solozabal et al. [39] rely on combining their DRL approach with a heuristic and restrict their approach to service placement in networks forming a star topology. Wang et al. [36] assume up-front traffic knowledge per time step and equal flow scheduling between all instances, which could lead to high end-to-end delays and bad service quality. In contrast to our work, Xiao et al. [37] and Quang et al. [38] process incoming flows sequentially, making individual decisions per flow and service component. To address resulting infeasible or sub-optimal placements, the authors roll back and undo previous decisions [37] or apply a separate heuristic algorithm to fix the DRL agent’s proposed solution [38]. Making such expensive decisions per flow would not work in our problem, where we consider rapidly arriving flows and only delayed, aggregated, and partially observed network state.

Instead of per-flow decisions and similarly to how we schedule incoming flows, Xu et al. [40] assign different portions of traffic to different paths. However, they focus on traffic engineering and do not consider service scaling and placement. The authors further assume traffic knowledge ahead of each time step and assist their DRL agent with a heuristic. Nasir and Guo [41] do consider delayed and partial observations but focus on power allocation in wireless networks.

The recent work by Gu et al. [42] is most related to our work. Like us, they consider service coordination with flow scheduling, optimize a generic network utility, and build on DDPG [16], which we shortly describe in Sec. IV-C. Still, there are three main differences: 1) Gu et al. focus on compute costs but neglect resource and communication constraints such as node and link capacities and link delays. In contrast, we consider such constraints to support QoS optimization and scenarios with limited resources (cf. edge computing). 2) They assume traffic knowledge ahead of each time step. 3) They support their DRL approach with a custom heuristic to help with action selection and exploration. The authors show that both too much or too little support by the heuristic degrades performance.

Overall, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to consider online service coordination in realistic scenarios with rapidly arriving flows and delayed, only partially observed network state. Our model-free approach works without support from a heuristic, which makes it more versatile and less error-prone. We hence believe our approach to be much better applicable to real-world systems than existing work, especially since we do not rely on a priori information.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider the problem of online service provisioning and coordination in a network of geographically distributed nodes. Here, we intend to precisely define the problem’s parameters, decision variables, and objectives but not to provide a full mathematical formulation (e.g., as mixed-integer linear programs). Note that our DRL approach does not require explicit knowledge of the full, detailed network state described here. Instead, it observes only partial and delayed information that is available via monitoring (defined in Sec. IV-B) and implicitly learns to adapt to a given scenario through feedback from its actions.

A. Problem Parameters

The network $G = (V, L)$ consists of nodes $V$ and links $L$ as shown in Fig. 1. Each node $v \in V$ has a compute capacity $\text{cap}_v \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$. We consider a single generic resource (e.g., CPU), which can be extended easily to multiple resource types. Each link $l \in L$ interconnects two nodes bidirectionally and has a maximum data rate $\text{cap}_l \in \mathbb{R}_{>0}$, which is shared in both directions. It also has a delay $d_l \in \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ that depends, among other factors, on the distance between the connected nodes.

Traffic arrives as many short-lived flows at ingress nodes in the network (for example, $f_1$–$f_6$ in Fig. 1), e.g., representing users or sensors requesting a service. Any node can be an ingress node. Each flow $f = (s_f, v_f, t_f, \lambda_f, \delta_f) \in F$ is defined by the service $s_f$ it requests, the ingress node $v_f$ where it arrives, its time of arrival $t_f$, its requested data rate $\lambda_f$, and its duration $\delta_f$. There can be multiple services available in the network, where $S$ is the set of all available services. Each service $s \in S$ consists of a chain of components specified by vector $C_s = (c_1, \ldots, c_n)$. Services may share components (e.g., $s_1$ and $s_2$ both use $c_1$ in Fig. 1). Furthermore, a service $s$ has a set of QoS requirements $\Theta_s$, which need to be met to ensure good service quality. As examples for such QoS requirements,
we consider $\Theta_s = \{d_s^{\text{soft}}, d_s^{\text{hard}}\}$ with optional soft and/or hard deadlines $d_s^{\text{soft}}, d_s^{\text{hard}} \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \cup \emptyset$. Flows requesting service $s$ must complete before hard deadline $d_s^{\text{hard}}$, defined relative to flow arrival $t_f$, or otherwise are dropped automatically. Achieving an end-to-end delay within soft deadline $d_s^{\text{soft}}$ is desirable for best service quality but not imperative for flow success.

Service components can be instantiated at multiple different nodes; all instances process flows independently of each other. Set $C$ contains all available components of all services. A flow requesting service $s$ is considered to complete successfully if it traverses instances of all components in $C_s$ in the specified order and within deadline $d_s^{\text{hard}}$ (if $d_s^{\text{hard}} \neq \emptyset$).

**B. Decision Variables and Network State**

We consider scaling and placing services $s \in S$ and scheduling incoming flows $f \in F$ to component instances of the requested service over time $T$. To this end, we define two decision variables $x_{c,v}(t)$ and $y_{f,c}(t)$. Binary variable $x_{c,v}(t) \in \{0, 1\}$ indicates whether an instance of component $c$ is placed at node $v$ at time $t$ (placement). Instances can be placed at no, one, or multiple nodes (scaling). Variable $y_{f,c}(t) \in V$ indicates at which node $v \in V$ to process a flow $f$ requesting component $c$ of service $s_f$ at time $t$ (scheduling). Our approach centrally controls scaling, placement, and scheduling rules, which are applied locally at each node. We explain details of how we set $x_{c,v}(t)$ and $y_{f,c}(t)$ in Sec. IV-A.

In line with the current serverless trend, we do not explicitly consider intra-node scaling and placement. Instead, we assume that within a node $v$, which may be anything from a single machine to a large data center, the node’s operating system or systems like Kubernetes [43] and ElasticNFV [44] start and scale instances of a component $c$ transparently if $x_{c,v}(t) = 1$.

Utilization of node and link resources, i.e., $r_i(t)$ and $r_l(t)$, depend on decisions $x_{c,v}(t)$ and $y_{f,c}(t)$ as well as flow length $\delta_f$ and requested data rate $\lambda_f$. Consequently, $r_i(t)$ increases with the total data rate of flows processed by instances at $v$ and $r_l(t)$ depends on the total data rate of flows forwarded along link $l$. Flows are dropped if they cannot be processed or forwarded, e.g., because the resources of a selected node $v$ or link $l$ are already fully utilized or because there is no instance of requested component $c$. Depending on $x_{c,v}(t)$, component $c$ may not be available at a node $v$ when a flow arrives to be processed there. At this point, fetching, installing, and starting an instance of $c$ on demand would take considerable time, in which the flow would likely already expire.

We further assume that a monitoring system collects and synchronously reports metrics about each node $v \in V$ in fixed intervals of $\Delta > 1$ time steps. As many flows may arrive within $\Delta$, the monitoring system only reports aggregated information over the last interval $\Delta$ but no per-flow details. In particular, we assume the monitored network state to merely include the number and aggregated rate of incoming, processed, and dropped flows at $v$ and the average end-to-end delay of completed flows $d_{avg}$ in the last $\Delta$ time steps (from $t - \Delta$ to $t$). This is in contrast to most related work, which assumes complete per-flow and often even a priori knowledge in every single time step.

**C. Objectives**

We optimize the long-term utility $U_T$ over all $T$ time steps that reflect the desired coordination goals. Utility $U_T$ may consist of a single optimization objective $U_T = \omega_f$, a weighted sum $U_T = \sum_j w_j \omega_j$ of multiple objectives, or a more complex custom utility function based on one or multiple objectives. In our evaluation (Sec. V), we consider examples of all three cases, detailed next.

A useful example for a single optimization objective is $U_T = \omega_f$ where $\omega_f$ is the total amount of successful vs. dropped flows over $T$ time steps:

$$\omega_f = \frac{F_{\text{succ}}}{F_{\text{succ}} + F_{\text{drop}}} \in [0, 1]$$

It encourages more successful flows $F_{\text{succ}}$, fewer dropped flows $F_{\text{drop}}$, and thus higher throughput.

In practice, operators are often interested in optimizing multiple, possibly competing objectives at once (e.g., for QoS, energy, costs). Here, the weighted sum of objectives $U_T = \sum_j w_j \omega_j$ is useful. We consider three additional objectives, each conflicting with $\omega_f$:

$$\omega_i = 2 \cdot \frac{-\sum_{c \in C, v \in V} x_{c,v}(t)}{|C| \cdot |V|} + 1 \in [-1, 1]$$

$$\omega_n = 2 \cdot \frac{-\sum_{v \in V} \left(\right)_{\sum_{c \in C, x_{c,v}(t) > 1}}}{|V|} + 1 \in [-1, 1]$$

$$\omega_d = \max \left\{ -1, \frac{-d_{avg}}{\max_{D}} + 1 \right\} \in [-1, 1]$$

Objective $\omega_i$ minimizes the total number of placed instances (indicated by $x_{c,v}(t)$) to minimize costs (e.g., for licensing). Objective $\omega_n$ minimizes the number of compute nodes used for at least one instance; $\left(\right)_{\sum_{c \in C, x_{c,v}(t) > 1}}$ is 1 if an instance is placed at node $v$ and 0 otherwise. This may reduce costs and energy consumption if unused nodes are turned off (e.g., in an edge scenario). Objective $\omega_d$ minimizes the average end-to-end delay $d_{avg}$ per completed flow in time $T$ for better QoS. If no flow is successful, $d_{avg}$ is undefined and we set $\omega_d = -1$. To ensure all objectives are in the same range $[-1, 1]$, we scale them by dividing by the respective maximum value. In $\omega_d$, we normalize $d_{avg}$ with network diameter $D$ in terms of delay. We further add 1 and cap any values below 1, which may occur if flows traverse the entire network multiple times back and forth due to bad service coordination (i.e., $d_{avg} > D$). We investigate trade-offs between these objectives and $\omega_f$ as well as the impact of weights $w_j$ in Sec. V-D. Objectives $\omega_i, \omega_n, \omega_d$, and $\omega_f$ are examples for typical optimization goals, but it is also possible to choose and optimize other objectives based on the desired goals and available monitoring information.

Finally, as third and most generic option, we allow defining a custom utility function $U_T$ based on any available monitoring information. This allows operators to define arbitrary, complex utility functions based on their business insights. As an example, we consider a custom utility function $U_T = U_f \cdot U_d \in [0, 1]$, where $U_f = \frac{F_{\text{succ}}}{F_{\text{succ}} + F_{\text{drop}}} \in [0, 1]$ is the flow success ratio and $U_d \in [0, 1]$ is the delay utility shown in Fig. 2a. The delay utility is maximal for an end-to-end delay within the soft
impact of observing node load, e.g., for meeting soft deadlines. b) Delayed observations of node load $u_v$ are not useful for DeepCoord.

IV. DRL APPROACH: DEEPCOORD

We propose DeepCoord to address service coordination using model-free DRL. DeepCoord does not know the network topology, link delays, service or per-flow details. Instead, it relies on aggregated yet incomplete, slightly delayed, and uncertain information about incoming flows available through periodic monitoring (updated every $\Delta$ time steps). It learns service coordination without expert knowledge from its own experience.

We describe our service coordination approach in Sec. IV-A and formalize a POMDP in Sec. IV-B. Sec. IV-C outlines our DRL framework and algorithm.

A. Joint Scheduling, Scaling, and Placement

We design our approach to work for realistic, dynamic networks with many rapidly arriving flows. Hence, making per-flow coordination decisions centrally at the DRL agent would be highly inefficient and not scalable for large numbers of flows. Moreover, it would require up-to-date, per-flow knowledge, which is not available centrally. Instead, we schedule incoming flows at each node immediately according to rules that are installed at all nodes in the network. DeepCoord updates these rules every $\Delta$ time steps, whenever new monitoring data becomes available.

To this end, we introduce scheduling tables for each node that indicate where incoming flows should be processed (similar to AWS traffic dials [45] but with dynamic rather than fixed quotas). As illustrated in Fig. 1, each scheduling table contains entries for every service $s \in S$ and every corresponding component $c \in C_s$ (here, $S = \{s_1, s_2\}$, $C_{s_1} = \{c_1, c_2\}$, $C_{s_2} = \{c_1\}$). The table entries specify at which destination node to process $c$ by means of a probability distribution over all nodes (not just neighbors). For example in Fig. 1, incoming flows at node $v_1$ requesting component $c_1 \in C_{s_1}$ of $s_1$ are scheduled according to the probabilities in $v_1$’s scheduling table. Here, each flow is processed locally at $v_1$ with 10 % probability, scheduled to be processed at $v_2$ with 40 %, and scheduled to $v_3$ with 50 %. Flows belonging to $s_1$ that finish processing $c_1$ at $v_1$ and are then requesting $c_2$ are all scheduled to $v_5$. We assume shortest path routing between nodes, e.g., from $v_1$ to $v_5$. The same component $c_1$ also appears in service $s_2$, where it could require different scheduling. Hence, we consider separate scheduling entries for different services in $S$. We assume service set $S$ to be rather static and contain all available services, even if they are not currently in use. Scheduling table entries for unused services are simply ignored. If set $S$ does change, e.g., because a completely new service $s$ is released, the scheduling tables and DeepCoord’s neural networks have to be restructured to include $s$. In principle, the learned weights for $S \setminus s$ could be retained in the restructured neural networks.

By deploying these scheduling tables at each node, incoming flows are scheduled immediately (in $O(\log |V|)$) at runtime according to these probabilities. That means, $y_{f,c}(t)$ is set to $v_1$ with probabilities given for $v_1$ and $c \in C_{s_1}$ in a distributed manner. After deciding a destination node for processing a flow according to the scheduling probabilities, the entire flow is sent there. Using separate scheduling tables for each node allows to schedule flows differently depending on where they arrive in the network. In doing so, flows can be scheduled to close-by nodes, reducing end-to-end delay.

We also derive variable $x_{c,v}(t)$ (scaling and placement) from the scheduling tables but update it only every $\Delta$ time steps. To avoid dropped flows, we ensure that instances of component $c$ are available at every node $v$ to which flows may be scheduled. Specifically, we start at the ingress nodes with the first component $c_1 \in C_s$ for each service $s$ and set $x_{c_1,v}(t) = 1$ if there is a non-zero probability for $y_{f,c_s}(t) = v$ based on the scheduling tables. Since scheduling probabilities sum up to one, we always place at least one instance per service component to process incoming flows. We then continue in a similar fashion for the next component $c_2$, checking the scheduling tables of the nodes where we placed instances of $c_1$. Based on $v_1$’s scheduling table in Fig. 1, we would set $x_{c_1,v_1}(t) = x_{c_1,v_2}(t) = x_{c_1,v_3}(t) = x_{c_2,v_5}(t) = 1$. Following this approach, we can jointly decide flow scheduling probabilities, scaling, and placement by periodically (every $\Delta$ time steps) updating the scheduling tables for all nodes. In practice, these updates could be done consistently across the network using SDN technology [46].

B. MDP with Partial Observability

In real networks, the full network state is huge and can only be observed partly through monitoring. Hence, we design a POMDP to create and periodically update the scheduling tables as described in Sec. IV-A. Using a POMDP is novel compared to related DRL approaches, which mostly assume a fully observable MDP (see Sec. II).In a POMDP, an agent interacts with an environment to obtain rewards, which allows the agent to learn highly-rewarded behavior. Formally, a POMDP $(O, A, P, R)$ is defined by observation space $O$, i.e., parts of the full network state, the agent’s action space $A$, the
environment dynamics \( \mathcal{P} \), which are typically unknown, and the reward function \( \mathcal{R} \). In our approach described in Sec. IV-A, the agent interacts with the environment every \( \Delta \) time steps. It receives observations from the last \( \Delta \) time steps (e.g., through monitoring), applies an action to update the scheduling tables for the next \( \Delta \) time steps, and, after these \( \Delta \) time steps, receives a reward together with the next observation. We define \( \mathcal{O}, \mathcal{A}, \) and \( \mathcal{R} \) as follows.

Observations \( \mathcal{O} = (\lambda_{v,s}) v \in V, s \in S \), where \( \lambda_{v,s} \) is the data rate summed up over all flows arriving at ingress \( v \) and requesting service \( s \), averaged over the previous interval of length \( \Delta \). If \( v \) is not an ingress, \( \lambda_{v,s} = 0 \).

In our previous work [15], DeepCoord also observed node load \( u_v = \frac{r_{c,s}(t)}{\text{cap}_v} \in [0,1] \) at \( v \) over the last \( \Delta \) time steps (\( u_v = 1 \) if \( \text{cap}_v = 0 \)). However, we found that this observation usually does not improve DeepCoord’s performance (see Fig. 2b). In fact, the agent can completely change all scheduling rules with a single action, such that the observed node load \( u_v \) from the previous interval is no relevant indication for the node load in the next interval, even with constant ingress data rates. Even without this observation, the agent implicitly still learns about the network’s capacities. It is rewarded for successful flows and punished for dropped flows when scheduling to nodes or links with insufficient capacity. Thus, we do not include \( u_v \) in observations \( \mathcal{O} \) here to avoid unnecessary complexity for DeepCoord and further reduce our requirements regarding monitoring.

Actions \( \mathcal{A} = (p_{v,s,c,v'} | v, v' \in V, s \in S, c \in C_v) \), where \( p_{v,s,c,v'} \in [0,1] \) is the probability for scheduling a flow arriving at node \( v \), requesting component \( c \) of service \( s \) to be processed at node \( v' \). This results in a probability distribution with \( \sum_{v' \in V} p_{v,s,c,v'} = 1 \). As different scheduling probabilities are explored in the POMDP, it is unlikely that probabilities are set to exactly 0%. To avoid sending small fractions of traffic to many nodes, we further process these probabilities as follows. We introduce a threshold \( p_{\text{thres}} \) and set all probabilities \( p_{v,s,c,v'} < p_{\text{thres}} \) to 0 during post-processing. We then normalize each scheduling table row to ensure that the probabilities again sum up to 1, i.e., flows are still scheduled and processed at nodes other than \( v' \). Finally, we apply these processed scheduling tables to the network and also use them for training (see Sec. IV-C).

Reward \( \mathcal{R} = U_\Delta \). Here, \( U_\Delta \) can correspond to any of the three types of utility functions defined in Sec. III-C, i.e., optimizing either an individual objective, a weighted sum of multiple objectives, or a custom utility function. In either case, the reward signal is computed based only on metrics collected in the last \( \Delta \) time steps. In the example of \( U_\Delta = \sigma_f \), \( U_\Delta \) would only consider the successful and dropped flows processed at node \( v \) in the last monitoring interval \( \Delta \), which are most affected by the previous action. Internally, DeepCoord maximizes the sum of discounted rewards to optimize long-term utility. We evaluate DeepCoord with different utility functions for optimizing varying objectives in Sec. V-D.

C. DRL Service Coordination

DeepCoord is based on DDPG [16], which can handle large, continuous action spaces such as \( \mathcal{A} \) in our POMDP, unlike previous algorithms like deep Q-learning [47]. DDPG is an off-policy actor-critic algorithm, i.e., it learns from buffered batches of previous experience using neural networks for both actor \( \mu_{\theta} \) and critic \( Q_{\phi} \). The critic approximates the long-term value \( Q_{\phi}(o,a) \) of action \( a \) after observation \( o \) based on immediate reward \( r \) and expected future rewards. Critic \( Q_{\phi} \) is used to train actor \( \mu_{\theta} \). Actions produced by \( \mu_{\theta} \) represent the probabilities of each node’s scheduling table, which should sum up to 1 for each row (Sec. IV-B). To this end, we split the output layer of \( \mu_{\theta} \) into separate parts for each row in each scheduling table and apply the softmax activation separately.

To ensure fast, consistent, and good service coordination, we first train DeepCoord offline until convergence and then apply the trained agent online (inference). Fig. 3 shows our framework designed for training and applying DRL for service coordination. The network provides monitoring data in regular intervals (step 1). In step 2, an adapter processes the monitoring information, retrieving the relevant observation \( o \) and calculating reward \( r \) for the previous interval as described in Sec. IV-B. This architecture allows us to connect DeepCoord to different kinds of networks or monitoring systems, simply by implementing a new adapter. In step 3, \( o \) and \( r \) are used to train critic \( Q_{\phi} \) and actor \( \mu_{\theta} \) and to choose the next action \( a \) as defined in Sec. IV-B. The adapter uses \( a \) to compute the final scheduling tables for all nodes, derives the scaling and placement, and applies it to the network (step 4).

Alg. 1 shows the resulting DRL algorithm for training and inference. DDPG is known for its high training variance depending on the random seed [48]. To mitigate this problem, we propose to train \( k \) DRL agents in parallel with different random seeds, e.g., one per available CPU core (Ln. 1–2). After training, the best agent can be selected automatically based on the achieved reward. During training, new experience is added to the buffer \( B \) and batches \( b \) of size \( N \) are sampled to train critic and actor (Ln. 5–9). For training stability, target critic \( Q_{\phi}^{\tau} \) and actor \( \mu_{\theta}^{\tau} \) are updated slowly according to \( \tau \) (Ln. 10–11). Then, the next action \( a \) is selected using the trained actor and adding Gaussian noise \( N \) to encourage exploration (Ln. 12). Finally, \( a \) is post-processed as described in Sec. IV-A and IV-B to derive the final scheduling, scaling, and placement decisions (Ln. 13). We store the processed and actually applied actions in buffer \( B \) for training. After training, we use the best trained agent for fast inference during online service coordination (Ln. 14). New observations are directly passed to the trained actor \( \mu_{\theta} \) to obtain the next action (Ln. 17). For best performance during inference, we do not add noise but exploit the best action. The selected action is then post-processed and
Algorithm 1 DeepCoord Training and Inference

1: \( k \leftarrow \text{num. CPU cores available for training} \) \Comment{Training}
2: for \( k \) DRL agents in parallel do
3: \( \text{initialize } \mu_0, \mu_T, Q_\phi, Q_{\phi'}, B \)
4: for all \( \Delta \) time steps \( t \in T \) do
5: \( o, r \leftarrow \text{adapter.process(monitoring)} \)
6: \( B \leftarrow \text{add}(o_{\text{prev}}, a_{\text{prev}}, r, o) \)
7: \( b \leftarrow \text{sample}(B, N) \)
8: train \( Q_\phi \) minimizing the Bellman error [16]
9: \( \text{train } \mu_0 \text{ maximizing } E_{o}(Q_\phi(o, \mu_0(o))) \)
10: \( Q_{\phi'} \leftarrow \tau Q_\phi + (1 - \tau) Q_{\phi'} \)
11: \( \mu_{\phi'} \leftarrow \tau \mu_\theta + (1 - \tau) \mu_{\phi'} \)
12: \( a \leftarrow \mu_\theta(o) + N \)
13: \( \text{apply network } \text{adapter.process}(a) \)
14: select best trained agent \( (\mu_\theta, Q_\phi) \) \Comment{Inference}
15: for all \( \Delta \) time steps \( t \in T \) do
16: \( o, r \leftarrow \text{adapter.process(monitoring)} \)
17: \( a \leftarrow \mu_\theta(o) \)
18: \( \text{apply network } \text{adapter.process}(a) \)

applied to the network as before (ln. 18).

Offline training of DeepCoord is time-intensive and depends on random exploration. In contrast, online inference is very fast [49]. Its complexity is defined by the matrix multiplication of the observations and neural network weights, which depend on observation and action space (Sec. IV-B). We empirically evaluate training and inference complexity for varying network sizes in Sec. V-E.

D. Implementation and Deployment

We implemented DeepCoord using Python and published it in an open-source repository [14]. DeepCoord’s actor and critic neural networks are built with Keras [50] and TensorFlow [51]. DeepCoord follows the common OpenAI Gym interface [52] and interacts with the network through an adapter that collects and computes the required observations and the reward. The adapter implementation depends on the specific network environment. For training and evaluation, we use a lightweight open-source simulator [53]. For production deployment, systems like Prometheus [12] and Kubernetes [43] could be interfaced by the adapter for centralized monitoring and orchestration. Scheduling rules could be installed and applied in a distributed fashion at all nodes using SDN [54]. The location of the orchestrator and SDN controller could be optimized using established approaches [55], [56] to minimize the overhead of collecting monitoring data and updating scheduling rules in very large scenarios. Moreover, we discuss a hierarchical approach for scalable coordination of very large, multi-domain networks in our related paper [57]. We leave further investigation in this direction for future work.

V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

We evaluate DeepCoord through extensive simulations using real-world network topologies and realistic traffic patterns. We describe the details of our evaluation setup in Sec. V-A. In Sec. V-B, we evaluate how well DeepCoord self-adapts to scenarios with varying load, traffic patterns, node and link capacities, and QoS requirements. For each scenario, we train DeepCoord offline from scratch in a training environment and then evaluate the trained agent in a separate testing environment with different random seeds. The agent adapts to each scenario through self-learning without human intervention or expertise, simply from experience when interacting with each environment. Sec. V-C investigates DeepCoord’s generalization capabilities, where it is trained on one scenario and then tested on other new and unseen scenarios without any additional training. While the aforementioned experiments focus on optimizing a single optimization objective, Sec. V-D explores trade-offs when optimizing multiple competing objectives. Finally, Sec. V-E evaluates the scalability of DeepCoord to large, real-world network topologies.

A. Evaluation Setup

1) Evaluation Scenarios: We perform extensive simulations on real-world network topology Abilene [59], which connects nodes at 11 cities across the United States. In Sec. V-E, we also evaluate scalability on three larger real-world network topologies from Europe, China, and across continents, taken from the Internet Topology Zoo [59]. These topologies contain information about the position and interconnection of the network nodes but not about their type (e.g., data center or small edge server) nor about their compute capacity. Since DeepCoord does not distinguish between different node types and is only affected by a node’s capacity \( \text{cap}_c \), we assign heterogeneous node capacities \( \text{cap}_c \) between 0 and 2 compute units (e.g., CPU cores) uniformly and independently at random. By default, we use very high link capacities \( \text{cap}_l = 1000 \) but also consider scenarios with more restricted link capacities (Sec. V-B2). Link delays are based on the distance between connected nodes. While we successfully tested our approach with multiple services, for simplicity, we here focus on and show the results of coordinating a single service \( s \) with components \( C_s = (c_{IDS}, c_{proxy}, c_{web}) \). Instances of each component require resources that increase linearly with increasing total data rate of flows to process [60]. We assume all flows requesting this service to have unit data rate \( (|\lambda_f| = 1) \) and flow length \( (\delta_f = 1) \) but consider scenarios with increasingly complex (and realistic) flow arrival patterns.

In our evaluation, flows arrive over \( |T| = 20000 \) time steps according to different traffic patterns at the network’s ingress nodes. Ingress nodes are selected randomly per network and do not change over time. We further set \( \Delta = 100 \) time steps, after which DeepCoord receives new observations and applies actions. As described in Sec. IV, this means that information in observations may be delayed up to 100 time steps. This is more realistic than the common assumption in related work of having up-to-date information at each time step.

2) DRL Hyperparameters: For each scenario, we first train \( k = 10 \) DRL agents in parallel until convergence (500 episodes). Then, we automatically select the best DRL agent for inference (Sec. IV-C). We train DeepCoord from scratch for each scenario but configure fixed values for all...
hyperparameters that are used across all scenarios. Thus, no manual adjustments are required for solving different scenarios with DeepCoord.

For both actor and critic, we train dense neural networks with a single fully connected hidden layer (64 nodes, ReLU [61]) using the Adam optimizer [62]. We further configured the following hyperparameters: 1) Discount factor $\gamma = 0.99$. 2) Soft target updates with $\tau = 0.0001$. 3) Learning rate $\alpha = 0.01$ with decay 0.001. 4) Buffer size $|B| = 10000$ with batch size $|b| = 64$. 5) For exploration, we use Gaussian noise with $N(0, 0.2)$, 6) Threshold $p_{\text{thres}} = 0.1$ (see Sec. IV-B).

3) Baseline Algorithms:

- A heuristic for bidirectional scaling and placement, which we refer to as BSP, from our previous work [11]. BSP jointly optimizes service scaling and placement as well as flow assignment using an iterative destroy-and-repair mechanism.
- Shortest path (SP): For each ingress, SP places exactly one instance per component $c \in C_i$. It follows a simplified first-fit strategy by instantiating the first component at the ingress node and each following component at the neighbor closest to the previous instance. In doing so, SP favors nodes with fewer existing instances and skips nodes without any compute capacity (independent of current utilization).
- Load balance (LB): LB instantiates all components at all nodes with non-zero capacity and schedules flows equally. SP and LB are similar to the baselines used by Xu et al. [40]. All three algorithms choose actions from action space $\mathcal{A}$—but, unlike DeepCoord, do not learn from these actions.

Applying BSP to our problem directly works poorly. The algorithm assumes that all flows run in parallel and compete for resources, but in our problem, flows arrive sequentially at each ingress and only overlap partially. For a fair comparison, we adjusted the input processing of BSP to estimate the overlapping flows per $\Delta$ time steps. This is an example of how built-in assumptions limit the applicability of a model-based algorithm, requiring manual adjustments by experts. We show both the default and adapted version of BSP in our evaluation. Unlike DeepCoord, related DRL approaches (Sec. II) are not available publicly. Thus, a direct comparison is difficult.

4) Execution & Figures: We repeated all experiments with 30 different random seeds on machines with Intel Xeon W-2145 and 32 GB RAM. Each measurement point in the figures of this section (Fig. 4–13) represent the mean over these 30 repetitions. The error bars depict the standard deviation.

B. Self-Adaptation to Varying Scenarios

Here, we focus on maximizing the number of successful flows ($U_T = \alpha_f$, cf. Sec. III-C) in the Abilene network. We systematically vary different problem parameters (traffic, capacities, QoS requirements) and compare the percentage of successful flows after $T$ time steps for each algorithm. We train DeepCoord from scratch for each scenario to evaluate how well it adapts itself to these scenarios.

1) Varying Ingress Nodes and Traffic Patterns: First, we vary the number of ingress nodes from 1 to 5 and choose increasingly complex flow arrival patterns. With more ingress nodes, total traffic increases and the network’s capacities become saturated such that flows have to be dropped.

The simplest traffic pattern we consider is fixed flow arrival, where flows arrive in fixed intervals ($10$ time steps) at each ingress. Fig. 4a shows the percentage of successful flows for the different algorithms. As described in Sec. V-A, default BSP performs poorly, but the manually adapted BSP (“BSP Ad.”) does much better and only drops flows with more than 3 ingress nodes. SP avoids dropped flows up to 2 ingress nodes and LB always drops many flows. DeepCoord outperforms all other algorithms, processing much more flows successfully in the highly saturated network with 4 and 5 ingress nodes (up to 76% more successful flows than adapted BSP).

Fig. 4b shows the results for Poisson flow arrival (mean inter-arrival time 10 time steps). Due to the randomness in flow arrival, multiple flows may arrive directly after another in bursts, which can easily lead to dropped flows. Again, adapted BSP is slightly better than SP and much better than default BSP. LB still performs worse than the other algorithms. Still, DeepCoord outperforms all algorithms. Compared to adapted BSP, it processes up to 43% more flows. In particular, it learns to deal with Poisson flow arrival by not fully utilizing all resources of a node but leaving some resources free for handling small bursts.

Next, we consider more realistic flow arrival following a Markov-modulated Poisson process (MMPP) [63]. The two-state Markov process randomly switches between flow arrival with mean inter-arrival time 12 and 8 (50% higher rate) every 100 time steps with 5% probability. Fig. 4c shows that DeepCoord handles MMPP flow arrival well and, again, outperforms the other algorithms (up to 41% better than adapted BSP).

Finally, Fig. 4d shows the results for flows following real-world traffic traces that were recorded for the Abilene network [64]. To simulate increasing load, we enable an increasing number of ingress nodes where the trace-driven traffic arrives. Here, adapted BSP is better with low load (1–2 ingress nodes) and SP is better with high load (4–5 ingress nodes). DeepCoord handles this real-world traffic well and again outperforms all other algorithms (up to 43% better than adapted BSP and 45% better than SP).

2) Varying Node and Link Capacities: We investigate self-adaptation of DeepCoord to scenarios with varying node and link capacity, again, training from scratch for each scenario. Specifically, we consider MMPP traffic with 4 ingress nodes on the Abilene network, starting with a total node capacity of 10 compute units (similar to Sec. V-B1) and then evenly increasing node capacity. Fig. 5a shows that DeepCoord adapts well to different node capacities and clearly outperforms all other algorithms. In comparison, the other algorithms need at least 67% more resources to reach high success rates of above 95%.

Next, we consider scenarios with limited link capacity, varying cap$_l$ from 0 to 10 for each link $l$. In contrast to all other scenarios, where nodes’ compute resources were the bottleneck, here, communication between nodes is the bottleneck. Such communication-constraint scenarios are not the main focus of DeepCoord, which uses fixed (shortest) paths when scheduling flows between nodes rather than routing them dynamically. Still, DeepCoord achieves more successful flows
3) Varying QoS Requirements (Hard Deadlines): Here, we explore scenarios with MMPP traffic, 4 ingress nodes, and varying QoS requirements in terms of hard deadlines \(d_{\text{hard}}\). As flows are dropped automatically if a hard deadline is not met, completing flows that exceed the deadline is not possible. DeepCoord implicitly learns that flows are dropped when their end-to-end delay is too high—without requiring any explicit knowledge about these deadlines. Fig. 6 shows that DeepCoord exploits increasing deadlines by distributing flows to nodes farther away. This leads to an increasing success rate (Fig. 6a) and results in higher end-to-end delay within the allowed deadline (Fig. 6b). Similarly, LB exploits increasing deadlines and tries to balance load across all nodes as far as possible with the given deadlines. Still, it achieves much lower success rates than DeepCoord. In contrast, adapted BSP and SP do not exploit deadlines beyond 35 ms to increase success rates, leading to an increasing gap compared to DeepCoord.

C. Generalization to Unseen Scenarios

For the different scenarios of Sec. V-B, we always train DeepCoord from scratch but reuse the same hyperparameter settings. This allows to fully automate training and applying DeepCoord to different scenarios. In practice, a trained agent still needs to perform reasonably well when facing a new scenario, e.g., due to changes in load or traffic. Training a new agent optimized for the new scenario can take hours, during which the old agent is still being used. To support such generalization, we define our observations and reward based on generally-available information and normalize observations, actions, and rewards to be in a similar range (Sec. IV-B).

We investigate generalization of DeepCoord to scenarios with unseen load. In particular, we train five different DeepCoord agents on MMPP traffic with 1–5 ingress nodes, respectively, representing scenarios with low to high load. Without any additional training, we then test all five DeepCoord agents on MMPP traffic with 4 ingress nodes. Fig. 7a shows that, as expected, the DeepCoord agent trained and tested on 4 ingress nodes (abbreviated as “D.C. (4 in.)”) performs best. However, also the agents trained on 2, 3, and 5 ingress nodes generalize well to unseen traffic from 4 ingress nodes. In fact, they achieve a similar percentage of successful flows as the agent
D. Optimizing Multiple Objectives

In Sec. V-B and V-C, we focus on maximizing successful flows ($\alpha_f$) as the only optimization objective. In practice, operators often want to optimize multiple objectives. Here, in Sec. V-D1, we evaluate service coordination with multiple objectives, investigating the trade-off between maximizing successful flows and objectives $\alpha_i$, $\alpha_n$, and $\alpha_d$, defined in Sec. III-C. We also consider a more complex, custom objective function for supporting soft deadlines in addition to hard deadlines in Sec. V-D2. In all cases, we consider MMPP traffic with 4 ingress nodes on the Abilene network.

1) Weighted Sum of Objectives: First, we consider utility $U_T = w_f \alpha_f + w_o \alpha_o + w_d \alpha_d$ as weighted sum of maximizing successful flows (obj. $\alpha_f$) and minimizing the number of placed instances (obj. $\alpha_o$). The two objectives are often conflicting as maximizing successful flows may require balancing the load across more instances. We explore this trade-off by systematically varying $\alpha_f,i = w_f = 1 - w_i \in [0,1]$ and training DeepCoord for each setting. Fig. 8a shows the results in terms of flow utility $\alpha_f$, instance utility $\alpha_i$, and total, weighted utility $U_T$. Clearly, $\alpha_f,i$ affects how DeepCoord coordinates services. As desired, higher $\alpha_f,i$ leads to better flow utility. At the same time, the agent manages to maintain high instance utility, i.e., placing few instances. Only for $\alpha_f,i = 1$, the agent places more instances (i.e., lower instance utility) for even higher flow utility. In the given scenario, there are only enough resources to process some but not all flows successfully ($\alpha_f < 1$) such that the total utility decreases with increasing $\alpha_f,i$. Compared to the other algorithms, DeepCoord achieves significantly better total utility for all $\alpha_f,i$ values (Fig. 8b), indicating that it learns to navigate this trade-off well.

Second, we evaluate the trade-off between maximizing successful flows and minimizing the number of used compute nodes with $U_T = w_f \alpha_f + w_n \alpha_n$ and $\alpha_f,n = w_f = 1 - w_n \in [0,1]$. A compute node can be turned off if no instances are placed there, saving costs and energy. Hence, to turn off a node $\nu$ and to optimize $\alpha_n$, DeepCoord has to learn to select actions that do not schedule any traffic (below threshold $p_{\text{fmax}}$) to any instance at $\nu$. Compared to minimizing the number of instances (obj. $\alpha_o$), optimizing $\alpha_n$ is more challenging since DeepCoord is not rewarded for removing a single instance as long as there are still other instances placed at the same node. Still, Fig. 9a shows that DeepCoord explores actions effectively and does learn different coordination schemes depending on $\alpha_f,n$. With low $\alpha_f,n$ (0 or 0.25), DeepCoord drops all flows ($\alpha_f = -1$) in favor of optimal node utility ($\alpha_n = 1$). As desired, with higher $\alpha_f,n$, it learns to process more flows successfully at the cost of utilizing more nodes. Compared to the other algorithms, its overall utility is much higher for all values of $\alpha_f,n$ (Fig. 9b). Hence, while $\alpha_f,n$ has to be chosen carefully, DeepCoord can
successfully optimize both objectives and navigate the trade-off as controlled by $\alpha_{f,n}$.
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Fig. 10: DeepCoord effectively navigates trade-off $\alpha_{f,d}$ between lower delay (thus, better QoS) and higher throughput.

Finally, we consider the trade-off between maximizing successful flows and minimizing avg. end-to-end delay with $U_T = w_f o_f + w_d o_d$ and $\alpha_{f,d} = w_f = 1 - w_d \in [0, 1]$. Again, $o_f$ and $o_d$ are often opposing objectives as processing more flows successfully may require scheduling them to nodes farther away, i.e., with higher path and end-to-end delay. Again, Fig. 10a shows that DeepCoord learns different coordination schemes corresponding to $\alpha_{f,d}$. As desired, higher $\alpha_{f,d}$ leads to better flow but worse delay utility. With decreasing $\alpha_{f,d}$, it favors shorter delays at the cost of more dropped flows. The agents trained with $\alpha_{f,d} = 0$ and $\alpha_{f,d} = 0.25$ drop more flows but process the remaining successful flows with optimal delay. Again, DeepCoord achieves significantly better total utility for all $\alpha_{f,d}$ values than the other algorithms (Fig. 10b). Overall, DeepCoord learns to effectively optimize multiple, even competing objectives, where the trade-off between these objectives can be controlled conveniently via weights $\alpha_{f,i}$, $\alpha_{f,n}$, and $\alpha_{f,d}$.

2) Custom Utility Function (Soft Deadlines): In addition to optimizing individual objectives or weighted sums of multiple objectives, DeepCoord also supports optimizing custom utility functions. These functions may specify any complex relationship between available monitoring information and resulting utility. As an example, we here consider the custom utility function defined in Sec. III-C. There, the total utility depends on the successful flows and their delay in terms of meeting QoS requirements. The utility is high as long as flows’ end-to-end delay is below a given soft deadline and then gradually drops off until a hard deadline is reached (Fig. 2a). Unlike the scenario with hard deadlines in Sec. V-B3, flows are not dropped automatically if they exceed their soft deadline. Hence, when only optimizing objective $o_f$, DeepCoord would be unaware of and not adapt to these soft deadlines.
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Fig. 11: DeepCoord self-adapts to custom utility functions, here the utility function in Fig. 2a for soft deadlines. As a result, it learns to respect soft deadlines and leverages increasing increasing deadlines to improve the flow success rate.

Instead, when optimizing the custom utility function, Fig. 11 shows that DeepCoord does successfully learn to take these soft deadlines into account. It not only outperforms the other algorithms in terms of successful flows (Fig. 11a) but also adapts to ensure the avg. end-to-end delay stays below the given soft deadline to maximize utility and QoS. In turn, it exploits higher soft deadlines to process more flows successfully (14% more with $d_{s,soft} = 50$ compared to $d_{s,soft} = 20$). In the scenario here, soft deadlines above $d_{s,soft} = 35$ only enable marginal improvements of successful flows, and further reducing the avg. end-to-end delay below the soft deadline does not improve the utility. Hence, the slightly decreased avg. end-to-end delay for $d_{s,soft} = 50$ compared to $d_{s,soft} = 45$ could be a result of randomized training. The other algorithms do not support QoS optimization with custom utility functions and are unaware of the soft deadlines. Hence, they do not adapt to varying soft deadlines and, overall, process fewer flows successfully than DeepCoord.
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Fig. 12: Learning curves of DeepCoord when training on networks of varying sizes.

E. Scalability

Finally, we evaluate the scalability of our approach to large-scale networks with many nodes. In addition to Abilene (11 nodes), we consider real-world network topologies BT Europe (24 nodes), China Telecom (42 nodes), and TiNet (53 nodes) [59], each with 4 ingress nodes and MMPP flow arrival (as defined in Sec. V-B1). Fig. 12 shows the learning curves for training DeepCoord offline. The lines show the average episode reward of the $k = 10$ agents during training and the error bands show the standard deviation. As action noise enforces exploration, the
reward is much lower and noisier during training than when testing the trained agent. Still, the rapid growth of episode reward within the first 100 episodes indicates that DeepCoord quickly learns a good coordination policy.

The figure also shows that more training may still increase performance significantly, e.g., the reward for 42 nodes leaps around episodes 300 and 600. With much more training, we expect further leaps in performance. Especially large networks require excessive training to explore the large action space and to find an optimal policy. The need for excessive training is not specific to our approach but a well-known problem in deep learning [65]. E.g., DeepMind’s famous AlphaGo Zero was trained over almost 5 million games [66]. Due to limited time and resources, we had to restrict training to 1500 episodes (each with $|T| = 20000$). In future work, we will explore recent approaches for more efficient training like distributed DRL [67] and curriculum learning [68].
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Fig. 13: Even in large networks, DeepCoord processes more flows successfully than existing approaches (a) while maintaining short inference runtimes (b).

Despite limited offline training, DeepCoord can compete with or even outperform all baseline algorithms. Fig. 13a compares the algorithms’ percentage of successful flows (optimizing only objective $o_f$). As before, adapted BSP performs comparable to SP and considerably better than the default BSP version. LB performs worse on small networks but processes an increasing number of flows successfully with increasing network size. This is because LB balances traffic equally among all nodes with resources, leading to lower load per node and more successful flows for larger networks. Still, DeepCoord processes as many or even more flows successfully. The difference is especially large for 42 nodes, where there was a particularly large leap in performance during training (see Fig. 12). We believe that considerably more training (e.g., in a commercial setting) could result in similar performance leaps and even better results for 24 and 53 nodes.

In addition to quality, the runtime of online coordination decisions is crucial to quickly adapt to changes. Fig. 13b shows the algorithms’ average runtime per coordination decision on a logarithmic scale. While offline training is time- and resource-intensive, applying the trained DRL agent for online inference only requires tens of milliseconds and is much faster than the (adapted) BSP heuristic. Compared to DeepCoord, the simple SP and LB baselines are even faster but at the cost of reduced coordination performance. Overall, DeepCoord scales well to large networks while maintaining reasonable runtimes.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our DRL approach, DeepCoord, learns quickly during offline training and then autonomously provisions and coordinates services online. In contrast to existing approaches using a priori knowledge for planning, it relies on realistically available, partial and delayed observations with uncertain future traffic and without knowledge of network topology or service structure. It learns without human intervention or expertise and flexibly adapts to different scenarios or optimization objectives, even supporting multiple opposing objectives (throughput, costs, energy, QoS). Hence, we believe our approach is an important step towards truly driver-less, self-learning networks and thus towards higher efficiency, more flexibility, and improved reliability.

Future work could focus on extending and scaling DeepCoord to very large networks, e.g., in a distributed or hierarchical fashion. Here, it seems promising to further investigate complexity, reliability, and implementation options in large, multi-domain networks in combination with SDN.
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